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  Scientific Evidence to Battle Undirected Naturalism
Dr. Don Johnson holds doctoral degrees in both natural and

informational sciences, worked for 10 years as a senior research

scientist, taught 20 years in universities in the US and Europe, and has

made thought-provoking presentations on most continents.  Materials

highlight science, not philosophy or theology (>350 references).
 

PoL highlights informational aspects of life that are usually

overlooked or ignored in chemical and biological evolutionary

scenarios. Each cell of an organism has thousands of interacting

computers reading and processing digital information using

algorithmic digital programs and digital codes to communicate

information. Life is an intersection of physical science and

information science, with both domains being critical. Yet most

scientists have been attempting to use physical science to explain

life's information domain, a practice having no scientific justification.
 

PN&NP counters unsubstantiated claims purported to be science,

especially in areas of origins of mass/energy, life, and species.  It 

debunks misconceptions concerning intelligent design, and highlights

ID's contributions.  Though not theistic, ID is Biblically compatible.
 

The PoL video (based on the book) has awesome animations,

targeted to secular high school and university students.
 

See www.scienceintegrity.org for complete descriptions & reviews



Important Note for Christian Leaders and Parents
The books and video are totally secular, using only empirical and known

science to prove that nature demonstrates intelligent design (ID), implicitly in

PoL.  No claim is made as to the identity of the agent of design, which is a

philosophical or theological belief (as opposed to empirical science).  As

such, the books are totally non-religious, appropriate for secular schools or

other venues.  PN&NP-Lite is the best book for Biblical support (it's explicitly

pro-ID).  PoL is the strongest argument against naturalism, exposing the

fallacies of attempts to explain information systems from physical interactions. 

Darwinism is hit very hard, including in the DVD.
 

The secular scienceintegrity.org site deals only with science, describing 

background, books, and secular presentations in which the Bible or

promoting religious doctrine would be inappropriate, but which break down

the intellectual barriers that prevent seeing the reality of design. 

Unfortunately, many people (especially scientists) dismiss out-of-hand any

evidence that has any theistic implications.  I don't try to hide my Christianity,

but I don't advertise it for a purely secular presentation since the evidence

(being purely science) presented does not depend on my faith.
 

The Bible-based Website (www.4iam.org) has faith-based information and

presentation links (e.g. "Science Christians Need to Know") that go beyond

empirical science to explain beliefs and the reasons for those beliefs.  As

pointed out to Christian audiences, if the God of the Bible could be proven to

be the Designer, faith would be unnecessary since the Christian God would

be proven scientific fact.  The ministry to Christians is meant to build up the

Saints and equip them to teach their children and defend their faith in an

intellectually satisfying and scientifically-based manner, as well as increasing

one's confidence that the Bible is truly amazing in its scientific insights. 
 

It takes effort and dedication to become equipped  to counter the

pseudo-scientific speculations that are portrayed as science. Many people

find my books and presentations challenging, mainly because they don't have

the background or desire to learn science (their minds often shut down

because of scenarios falsely presented as fact – see www.ussci.info).  These

materials are resources for the battle.  (Email don@4iam.org)


